
TROUBLESOME TERMS

Administration
When company directors can find no way to resolve a financial crisis, 
they may call in administrators. These will be accountants whose job 
is to try to keep the business going, perhaps by selling off sections 
of the business, or by negotiating with landlords to try to get rent 
levels down. Administration almost always brings redundancies, and 
sometimes the business survives, though in a shrunken form.

Adverse variance
Monthly budgets are set out with a planned figure, the actual figure 
and the variance between them. The variance is recorded not just 
as plus or minus, but shown in relation to profit. So, if costs are 
higher than expected, the variance is adverse. In the same way, a 
disappointing month’s revenues would be recorded as an adverse 
variance. It’s shown by an ‘A’ by the figure, for example:

■■ Budgeted cost £20,000
■■ Actual cost £22,000
■■ Variance £2,000A.

Breakeven revenue
The revenue needed to cover all costs. Above this level, profits are 
made. Usually found by calculating the breakeven point (fixed costs/
contribution per unit), then multiplying by the selling price. For 
restaurants, with a mix of different dishes yielding different levels of 
contribution, breakeven revenue is the key metric.

Cash flow and cash balance
Cash flow is the movement of cash in and out of the business over 
a period of time, e.g. a month. The cash balance is the net amount 
left in the bank account(s) at the end of the period. If January 2021 
starts with a cash balance of £15,000 and the month’s cash flow is 
–£20,000, the month-end cash balance will be –£5,000. 

Destocking
Deliberately cutting stock (inventory) levels, probably due to a 
desire to boost liquidity by turning stocks into cash. Destocking can 
either occur by cutting order levels to suppliers, or by running extra 
‘Sales’ to speed up the reduction of inventory due to extra customer 
purchases.

Downsizing
Cutting fixed operating costs to lower the breakeven point. Then, if 
sales fall, it may still be possible to make a profit. If sales rise, the 
profit level (and profit margins) will increase substantially.

Gearing
The proportion of all of a firm’s long-term finance that is made up by 
debt. If debt is more than half of the firm’s capital employed, gearing 
is said to be high. The closer gearing gets to 100% of capital, the 
more worrying it is. It should be a top priority to cut this figure back 
down towards 50%. Americans call gearing ‘leverage’. 

Gross margins
Gross profit as a percentage of sales. As gross profit takes no account 
of the company’s fixed operating or finance costs, the gross margin 
may seem unimportant. It is valuable, though, because it’s affected 
by just two things: the price charged for the item and the costs of 
making it. So if the gross margin declines it’s quick and easy to find 
out what went wrong. 

Illiquidity
A business is illiquid when it lacks the cash to be able to pay 
its bills. This might be an immediate problem, with creditors 
threatening legal action if you can’t pay them. Or it may be one 
you anticipate, e.g. over the next 8 months we anticipate £250,000 
of bills to be paid, but we’re struggling to see how to find more 
than £200,000.

Net present value (NPV)
The sum total of all of a firm’s discounted cash flows based on a 
specific discount rate, e.g. 10%. If the NPV is positive, then the 
discounted cash flows outweigh the cost of the investment. This 
makes it worth proceeding with after allowing for the opportunity 
cost of the capital. If the NPV is negative, the business should not 
proceed on quantitative grounds.

Payables
The sum a business needs to pay suppliers for goods bought on 
credit. This is an item within current liabilities on a firm’s balance 
sheet. If a business is struggling with cash flow, it’s tempting to delay 
paying this sum, i.e. keep the cash rather than handing it over to 
suppliers.

Profit and profitability
Profit is an absolute sum, i.e. a number such as £220,000. 
Profitability is a relative term, i.e. it means profit as a percentage 
of something. Often the ‘something’ is sales, giving the percentage 
profit margin. It can also be given as a percentage of capital 
employed, i.e. return on capital employed (ROCE).

Receivables
The sum a business hopes to receive as soon as possible from 
customers who have bought goods on credit. This is an item 
within current assets on a firm’s balance sheet. If a business is 
struggling with cash flow, it’s tempting to push customers hard to 
receive this sum, or even demand that goods are bought for cash, 
not credit.

Window dressing
Dressing up your accounts in the days before they are published, 
to make your financial position look stronger than it really is. If the 
finance director is worried about a sharp fall in the liquidity ratio, the 
sale of a fixed asset for cash can patch up the ratio. This masks the 
underlying liquidity problem from outside scrutiny.

Zero budgeting
Resetting budgets to zero for the coming year, forcing every manager 
who wants spending power to set out the amount of money they 
need for the coming year and a justification for why they need that 
sum. This is a way to reset spending to a significantly lower level 
(perhaps –20%). Without a zero-budgeting process every few years, 
costs drift ever higher.
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Finance Administration to zero budgeting
Each of the following financial terms regularly causes problems for 
students in exams. You may think you know gearing and profitability. 
But do you know them well enough to impress an examiner?


